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February 2020
February 19—Business Meeting 7pm at ACI
Jet—Check your email for teleconference
instructions.
February 20—General Meeting 6pm at CJ’s—->
March 14—Saturday General Meeting—So Cal
TRACON Tour
March 18—Business Meeting 7pm
April 15—Business Meeting 7pm

Secretary: Kimberly Yehling
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

February General Meeting
Thursday, February 20, 2020
at CJ's home
6pm Light Refreshments & Aviatrix Talk
7:30ish Movie Start
We have a choice of two movies and can decide
that night which is preferable to watch:
“Breaking Through the Clouds" or "Pearl"
Please RSVP to CJ by February 16, 2020.
CJ will be emailing an invitation with her address.

April—General Meeting—Date & Time TBD
April 19—OC Marathon/5K Run (5K registration
$30 until February 29th.)

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring
our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

“Breaking Through the Clouds:
The First Women’s National Air
Derby is the inspiring true story
of 20 female pilots, including
Amelia Earhart, who defied
convention by taking to the
skies and racing across
America's in 1929.”

“She was a daredevil who
dared to dream. Mentored by
Wiley Post, Pearl's solo flight
was at age twelve, and soon
became a commercial and stunt
pilot before 18.”

The close of January brought tragedy to aviation and the
sports community. With the ProBowl just starting, the
world received news of a tragic helicopter crash. No
survivors. NBA legend, Kobe Bryant, was aboard. Soon the
news broke that Kobe’s daughter and seven other people
were also aboard. The Sikorsky S-76 helicopter left from
John Wayne Airport (KSNA) and went down just north of LA
in Calabasas.
This sad calamity is a heavy reminder to pilots who fly in one of the busiest airspaces the
importance of safety and situational awareness. Local flying can hardly avoid the complicated
airspace where a routine local flight can become hectic quickly. Every flight is different, making
it ceaselessly interesting; yet, this very element can also bring unexpected dangers. When I was
a student pilot, seasoned pilots told me that if you learn to fly in the LA Area Airspace you will
essentially be able to fly anywhere. Initially training out of Fullerton, I was apprehensive about
flying out of John Wayne. Once I began flying out of SNA, my CFI, Carol Bennett, noticed I had a
tendency to be too far to the right on downwind for what was then 19L. Trying to understand
why I repeatedly maneuvered the 172 this way, Carol simply asked, “Why are you going so far
to the right?” I pointed to the incoming jet for the parallel runway, “Big, scary plane right
there.” We laughed and talked about wake turbulence and how best to handle parallel traffic.
One parallel traffic is a single thing. What about all the other planes in the sky? The Southern
California area is notoriously full of flying machines. I’ve met pilots with lots and lots of hours
who will purposely plan their route to avoid flying in this area. I can’t say I blame them.
The more you can learn about airspace the better. Carefully studying charts, planning your
route, alternate route, locating nearest airports, and considering possible diversions all help
pilots be prepared for unexpected happenings in the air. Another fun and informative way to
learn about our complex air space is to visit control towers and the Terminal Radar Control
Facility (TRACON). TRACON provides approach control services to aircraft arriving, departing, or
transiting airspace. In March, we will be taking a trip to the San Diego based TRACON. There
we can get a glimpse of the extensive work the controllers do. It’s busy out there! A trip to the
LAX control tower is also in the works. These activities are great ways to learn about airspace,
controllers, and how we interact when we are flying in this area. Stay tuned for these learning
opportunities and fly safe!
Finally, the OC 99s lost our dear, longtime member Linda Eldridge. While I have not known her
nearly as long as many of our members, Linda was always a delightful person to be around. She
served as OC 99s chairman from 2006 to 2008. When I was the newbie chairman I was happy
to hear about how much fun she had when she had the same role. To help celebrate Linda
please send stories, photos, etc. to Diane Myers and Amy Davis for a special memorial issue of
Plane Tales.

~Cheryl

Remembering Linda Eldridge 1944-2019
Our dear 99s sister, Linda Eldridge, has ﬂown away from us. She is forever ﬂying high, and we have a new
angel looking over us.
Linda joined our chapter in 1983 and served as Chairman from 2006 to 2008. Linda was a ﬂight instructor,
ﬂew with several of our members, and always loved ﬂying. She enthusias cally par cipated in Flying
Companion Seminars, Girl Scout Days, Fly-ins, Air Races, and whenever 99s got together.

Several of us were fortunate enough to celebrate Linda’s
75th birthday with her in August in San Juan Capistrano.
As you all know, Linda had ba led cancer for a very long
me, with determina on to beat it. Sadly, the cancer
won.
But Linda ALWAYS had a bright smile and cheerful
a tude, and was so happy to spend me with her 99s
family.
PLEASE SEND YOUR MEMORIES OF LINDA TO DIANE
AND AMY FOR A SPECIAL MEMORIAL ISSUE OF PLANE
TALES.

SOUTHWEST SECTION WINTER WORKSHOP

The annual Southwest Section Winter Workshop was held in Palmdale this year. I “flew low” at sunrise through the beautiful
landscape of the Mojave Desert with Irene Engard, Pat Prentiss, and our newest member, Mona Creta (who is beyond engaged
with the OC 99s, especially for someone who has not even taken a single flight lesson yet!). I have never been to a Section
Workshop before. When it began, I quickly realized that this is something personal and special, not just a “corporate” event
that you so often encounter in your work life. After the round of introductions, where Irene Engard established that SHE was
Orange County and then Pat Prentiss counter-established that SHE was in fact Orange County, things got real very quickly.
The SWS Governor, Jeanne Fenimore, wanted all of us to opine on whether we should recite the Pledge of Allegiance at our
Section meetings, because during the last Section meeting, some people did not want to recite the Pledge, and they were
subsequently harassed by other members for not doing so. Jeanne did not anticipate the flak she would receive for this or that
and that people would actually be harassed. She found that our Section is the only one beginning a meeting with the Pledge.
That begged the question of whether we should be reciting the Pledge at our Section or Chapter meetings. Some members of
our group thought that it was perfectly appropriate because our meetings are at the U.S. level, but others thought that reciting
the Pledge is too political and our meetings were not designed in that vein. We were asked to vote on whether it’s a good idea,
a bad idea, if we don’t care, or if we want to get off this subject as quickly as possible, with most people voting on that latter
(so honest!). Finally, a member suggested that we recite the Pledge during our U.S.-based meetings out of respect for our
country, but people who wish to not recite it for personal reasons should not be harassed for their choice, and everybody was
happy with that middle-ground solution.
We also received an overview of several new Chapters in the Section and information on the 2020 Conference on the Queen
Mary this summer, as well as the new Chapter bylaws and what they mean for the upcoming elections. Can you imagine being
the one to talk to a large group of people about bylaws, and being aware of how excruciatingly boring it sounds? Well, Pat
Prentiss got the distinction of presenting this riveting topic, and everybody in the room voted on how much they don’t care
about it! Nonetheless, Pat somehow managed to start a lively debate about paper versus electronic versus hybrid elections.
(For the record, hybrid elections are a no-go unless handled by the electronic provider).
But the main theme for this Winter Workshop was mentorship. What would we student pilots like to get out of mentorship
from the OC 99s group? What’s most important to us? What are we currently doing, and what would we like to see that’s not
being done already?
I had assumed that all the Chapters and Sections were similar to ours in the way they do things, but I quickly found out that is
not the case. Some groups face the challenge of having a non-workable ratio of almost all non-flying members compared to
flying members, which makes it difficult for them to organize fly-ins. Or they have only four meetings per year, and one of
them is a Christmas party, at which point no one is in the mood to do anything business-y, and the other three meetings are
too business-y, so attendance is low. Some don’t have a mentorship program, so new members are on their own. There was
also the issue of a code of ethics for mentors, as there was an instance recently of a mentor leaving a bad review of their
student online! I’ve never heard that before, but it also begs the question of the other way around – how do you deal with
students leaving a bad review of their instructors online? Students are not beholden to anyone, and they can ruin their
instructors’ reputations with the click of a button, whether their gripe is legitimate or a personal grudge. But instructors don’t
have that luxury – they must bite their tongue at all times. Interesting food for thought . . .

Then the whole room was asked to brainstorm ideas for providing more mentorship opportunities, since statistically, student
pilots who have a mentor are 47% more likely to graduate than those without a mentor. There are so many obstacles to
getting your license, both personal and professional, that having someone help push you past them makes a real difference.
And mentorship doesn’t even have to be about anything technical. If you’ve had a bad day, or a bad landing, your mentor has
been there before and can make the pain go away. We were asked to think about which approach to mentorship we like
better: 1) Automatically pairing a new student pilot with a mentor from a list of available students and mentors; 2) Allowing a
mentorship to develop naturally and organically based on the people connecting on a personal level.
It’s easy for me to brag about having a great mentor in the form of Diane Myers, who has the benefit of providing mentorship
to me in real time because she works at my flight school. She can just pull up my schedule and see my progress or lack thereof
right then and there, and give me helpful tips. (Most helpful tip ever: When you are taking your oral stage check, your
examiner is probably not going to ask you about your favorite subject that you’ve spent so much time studying and are really
proud of. They are testing you for real, not rote, knowledge, and they have a sixth sense about your weaknesses. So, they are
going to ask you about that one special area that you just couldn’t stand learning about, but you thought you’d never be asked
about it because it’s kind of obscure or not really major in the grand scheme of things. So, figure out what your most hated
subject is, and study the heck out of it!)
Your mentors are not limited to your school; you are literally surrounded by them! Your OC 99 get-togethers expose you to all
the talented pilots out there who can share their unique knowledge from their corner of the world. Next time Diane
Titterington-Machado calls you to ask how you’re doing, ask her about how you can improve your ATC communications. As a
former air traffic controller, she can tell you what the controllers like to see from pilots, or what pilot behaviors irritate them.
Next time you see Pat Prentiss at a meeting and you are thinking about becoming a corporate pilot, ask her about what it’s like
to work in that environment and deal with (sometimes difficult) passengers and about her experiences with workplace
discrimination despite being very knowledgeable. Next time you see Melody Liddell at a fly-in, ask her about that most
intimidating you subject – systems, which I’m sure a lot of us have a slight complex about, and she will tell you more than you
ever wanted to know about some tiny, specialized part in your cowling without which your plane will act up on you right when
you’re in the middle of flying. Want to know how to win a scholarship? Ask Irene Engard what the magic words are for making
your scholarship essay sound like music to the scholarship committee’s ears. And ask your Plane Tales editor, Amy Davis, what
it was like to fly on 9/11 when the controllers had to ground all the planes flying in the U.S. that day. Oh, and did I mention she
is also a flight instructor and a former police officer? You can see how a benign conversation with Amy can get really
interesting very quickly.
My latest unexpected mentor was a young pilot sitting across the table from me at the Winter Workshop, Kelsey Keberle, from
the Phoenix Chapter. I was going on about how Diane Myers has taught me all these things, including how to see my flight path
in FlightAware, and how it made me realize that my Circle Around a Point during my Lost & Divert flight needed a lot of help
(you learn very quickly how bad your circles are when they are presented to you graphically as oval loops stretching for miles
away from your point). After hearing that, Kelsey introduced me and the group to an app called Cloud Ahoy that you can use to
record your flight when you’re in your practice area, for example, and it will show you how steep your steep turns are, or how
well you recovered from your unusual attitudes, etc. And it will also give you a performance score (which you don’t have to see
if you don’t want to), so you can use the app to compete with yourself in secret, or if you’re just curious about your flying
patterns/habits.
Kelsey went even further and asked me for ideas on modernizing the cockpit to give pilots a more comfortable experience. She
is an industrial designer who is into modernizing the cockpit the same way that cars have already been modernized inside. So,
the next time you’re flying, if you can remember your biggest pet peeves about your cockpit and what you wish you had that
made your life inside your cockpit easier and more enjoyable (an all-touch display panel without any buttons whatsoever? antiglare windscreens? etc.), she would love feedback from you at kelsey.keberle@honeywell.com.
The biggest take-away from this workshop was that the group is for US, so WE get to decide the direction the group is going,
not some overlord. As a result, everyone felt invested in the group’s success, because it feeds them back.

~ Sofia Nosratabadi

Colleen ﬁnally got a January ﬂy-in to French Valley! - A er how many years of trying?
Short no ce for a ﬂy-in on Sat, Jan 11 – only 2 pilots with airplanes could go: Melody Liddell ﬂew her Piper with
Colleen Handrahan and Diane Myers and Lena Wilson ﬂew a rented 172. Kimmie Yehling’s ADS-B had not been
installed, so she rode in the back of the 172. Melody and Colleen took oﬀ ﬁrst, arrived near French Valley during a
busy traﬃc me, and elected to hold over Lake Skinner for 10 minutes.

Lena had never been to French Valley before, so she spent a lot of me looking over details about the airport and
route on her iPad – as every good pilot should do. We arrived in the area at a perfect me to slip right into the
traﬃc pa ern; Lena made an absolutely smooth landing. Three of Colleen’s “Friday night group” friends met us
at the restaurant. We en ced one of them to take a group photo of all of us in front of both the planes.

The two airplanes with Colleen,
Lena, Kimmie, Diane, &
Melody
Lena had neither a jacket nor
sunglasses—stood there in the
cold air squinting in the bright
sun for the photo.

Lena, Kimmie, and I took oﬀ a couple of planes before Melody did. We turned east to climb, then circled back
over the airport before heading toward the hills. Lena was ﬂying, I oﬀered to handle the radios for the return
ﬂight. We were talking to SoCal, as was Melody – who was instructed to remain at 6,000’, 500’ below us. SoCal
told us to ﬂy “direct to the airport” so I told Lena to do just that – ﬂy to a spot between the blimp hangars and the
airport for a base entry, her ﬁrst me doing that. Fun day!
~ by Diane Myers

Melody’s plane in yellow
600’ below us

Flying to March ARB with Melody

~By Shirley McFall

Several months ago, I read of the ﬂight Diane Myers and Melody Liddell made to March Air Reserve Base. That’s when
the internal whining started – I’ve wanted to ﬂy there for years and had no idea that civilians could
now access the base. Melody and I ﬂew to Santa Paula and had a deligh ul me. When possible new
des na ons were discussed, the internal whining voiced itself. And so, on January 3rd, oﬀ we went to
March Field (KRIV). Melody did all of the pre-ﬂight work (bless her!), contac ng Million Air to let them
know we would be arriving, checking out for a place to eat, and arranging for a vehicle to take to the
museum. The ﬂight was very pleasant, very li le traﬃc, and beau ful weather. Once we were close to
base, we saw a C-17 doing what looked like touch and goes! ATIS had informed us that runway 32 had
been shortened, but that 10,000 feet remained available. (Much giggling inside the Cherokee.) Tower
brought us in on a 45 to downwind then a very short le base/ﬁnal to runway 32 and asked the C-17
pilots to extend their downwind (so they were not literally up our tailpipe). A er a landing that only
Melody grumbled about, Tower asked us to expedite our exit to taxiway Bravo, as the C-17 was base
-to-ﬁnal. The C-17 had landed full stop and turned from the runway to a taxiway just as we passed.
Chaos in the cockpit! Neither of us could ﬁnd a phone to take pictures! To reach Million Air, we had
to taxi all the way back to the approach end of Runway 32, which was quite a drive.
Million Air’s line crew was wai ng for us and got us backed into a transient parking place. The
building is fairly new, with a café area, wai ng area with refreshments (cookies! popcorn!), pilot
lounge, mee ng room with reclining seats, ﬂight planning area, and clean restrooms. The café is
manned by Wendell, who does all food prepara on and cleans up the place. The café is open
from 0700 to 1430. We had go en “Bogus Bucks,” which gave us lunch and beverage for
$1.00. My chicken quesadilla was tasty and Melody’s chicken wrap looked good, too. Por ons
were generous and came with a side dish.
We used one of Million Air’s very nice crew cars to drive to the Museum, which is on the
other side of the base, but requires driving all around the ends of the runway and base areas.
The Museum is open 0900 to 1700 Tuesday through Sunday, admission is $10 for adults. (If
you drive, use the Van Buren exit from I-215 and use the frontage road to the east of the
freeway.) There is a ﬂight line with many war birds, including a B-52 and a bunch of others I cannot remember now.
Inside, there are 2 exhibi on areas, the ﬁrst one through the door showcasing a well taken care of SR-71, tail number
17975, previously assigned to Kadena, Japan. There is a wall panel of propellers, and many exhibits in this room were
also of warbirds, their missions, and crews, with several video areas. We did not have me to visit
the second exhibit room, where the WASP exhibit had been re-located to. Outside in the courtyard
are war memorials and a memorial to war dogs. As in Disneyland, the exit is through the gi shop,
with good things for all ages. The website is h ps://www.marchﬁeld.org/visit/museum-store/ .
The sun was progressing across the horizon, so we sped back to Million Air. We were well taken
care of by Jennifer and Kryztyna with the paperwork and many helpful ps. (I did not manage to
get the names of the line guys, sorry.) We caught the new ATIS, waited many minutes to receive
our clearance, then we were oﬀ. Melody graciously let me keep the pointy end forward while she
did the radios and naviga on, the sun making it diﬃcult for me to see the instruments. We were
routed east to Signal Peak, then back west for a straight-in. There were two big birds heading for
the right runway and our ﬂight path put us right in the middle of them. Melody took us on a le 360 for some spacing,
then brought us in for another ﬁne landing. Another excellent day apprecia ng the beauty of the earth from the air.

My ﬂight instructor, Garry, is a natural-born teacher!

By Soﬁa Nosratabadi

He loves explaining complex concepts in simple terms to us regular people. That’s why, when my 5-year-old son invited him to his
kindergarten to teach his class about ﬂying, Garry showed up with a boxful of props worthy of Bill Nye the Science Guy.

He immediately captured the kids’ a en on by launching straight into story
mode, explaining the aerodynamics of how a plane is able to ﬂy through the air,
while simultaneously building a paper airplane in front of the kids as he’s talking.
He even built a kid-sized contrap on on wheels with a li le spinning fan a ached
to it, to show how a propeller moves whatever is a ached to it forward. Not only
that, he brought coasters in the image of the “six pack” instruments, to impress
upon the kids that a pilot has to be smart to monitor many pieces of informa on all at once while ﬂying.
And, of course, the perennial favorite – the headsets. Kids LOVE
headsets! They all want a picture of themselves wearing them.
Some of them think that an air traﬃc controller is going to talk
inside their ears when they put them on, so they are hesitant to
wrap the headsets around their ears because they don’t know
what to say back.
But Garry wasn’t done yet. He also brought a li le red UFO drone that is
self-steering, so it ﬂies on its own through the room like it’s monitoring the
kids’ naughty/nice behavior, and if you try to catch it, the drone moves
away from you. When Garry released it into the air, the kids started
squealing at the sight of the drone suddenly rising in the air and dar ng
around like a mosquito, almost clipping the snowﬂakes hanging by a thread
from the ceiling. They were ckled pink that Garry broke the “No
Throwing” rule and let something ﬂy free around the room.
The grand ﬁnale was Garry playing a video of me in the
cockpit, ﬂying solo to El Toro. A 4-minute video can be hard
on a 4-year-old’s a en on span, but they never lost interest.
They were so fascinated by all the air traﬃc communica ons,
and they were holding their breath at the end of the video to
see if I would land on the runway successfully.

When it was me for a wrap-up Q&A, a li le girl raised her hand and said,
“I want to be a pilot!”
Click here to view Soﬁa’s video or click on video above: h ps://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pBowDybypik&feature=youtu.be

ADS-B - A Brief Overview
It isn’t often that the FAA makes a regulation like this one dealing with the mandatory installation of an
ADS-B system that affects nearly all of the General Aviation population. They announced
it several years ago, and though some of us may have waited until the last minute to see
if the date would change, it didn’t. Since January 1st of this year, ADS-B is the law. So,
what does this mean for us? Here is a VERY brief overview that may help answer a few
of your questions.
What is it? Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast. It’s Automatic because no pilot input is
required for the system to work. The output of the system is Dependent on the aircraft equipment and
not a “ping” from ground radar. And it provides secondary information for ATC Surveillance radar, so
“Big Brother” FAA is watching you closer than ever. In addition to the Broadcast option, some aircraft
systems also receive airborne traffic data (ADS-B “In”), allowing the pilot to receive ADS-B signals from
nearby aircraft on a nav screen in the cockpit. The “In” option is more expensive as existing avionics
need to be upgraded/modified. Prices these days are running a few hundred for a bare-bones system,
to $13K or more for avionics upgrades and “In” capabilities. Once the equipment is installed, there is no
fee for using the system (good news, since flying is already so expensive!).
Note for those who are wondering: ADS-B is separate from TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System),
which has been installed on commercial aircraft since the late ‘80s. TCAS, which is primarily for traffic
avoidance, not ATC surveillance, uses Mode S transponders and a different transceiver than ADS-B.
Some TCAS units have been modified to utilize ADS-B input to enhance their accuracy, but the 2 systems
operate differently.
Federal Regulations 14 CFR 91.225 and 14 CFR 91.227 contain the requirements for
ADS-B. It is part of the upgrades planned for the US National Airspace System,
NextGen. There are a number of other countries worldwide that are also transitioning
to ADS-B, either now or in the near future.
ADS-B comes in 2 versions: UAT (Universal Access Transceiver) and 1090-ES (Mode S TXP operating on
1090 MHz, with Extended Squitter).




UAT is a data link designed for General Aviation and is not approved for Class A airspace. It’s set
up to support ADS-B and also Flight Information Service – Broadcast (FIS-B) and Traffic
Information Service – Broadcast (TIS-B). There may be other expanded features in the future.
FIS-B is received in the cockpit and contains much of the information available from Flight
Service, including up to date: AIRMETs, SIGMETs, METARs, SPECI, national NEXRAD, regional
NEXRAD, D-NOTAMs, FDC-NOTAMs, PIREPs, special use airspace status, terminal area forecasts,
amended terminal aerodrome forecasts (TAFs), and winds and temperatures aloft forecasts.
UAT was first operational in 2001 and operates on 978 MHz, different from 1090-ES.
1090-ES is based on a Mode-S transponder with an Extended Squitter. A “squitter” (author’s
note: I think aviation has some seriously weird words!) is just a Mode-S transponder element
that periodically sends or “squirts out” aircraft tracking data without an interrogation ping from
ground radar. These do not support the FIS-B capability but are required for operations in Class
A airspace (above 18K feet).

How does it work? The ADS-B system installed in the aircraft uses GPS data and aircraft-specific
information and sends out a signal stream with about 20 different bits of information, including the
following: lat-long, speed, course, altitude, transponder code, call sign and identification of the aircraft.

So, no more possibilities of being anonymous in the sky, but there are lots of safety benefits which
hopefully will justify the arrival of ADS-B. The signal provides traffic information to ATC and also any
other aircraft in the area equipped with ADS-B “In”. It helps ATC by reducing any errors in the primary
radar information, because ADS-B provides more accurate position information than primary radar. This
will allow for reduced aircraft separation and the ability to handle more aircraft within busy airspace.
What are the new airspace requirements as of 01-Jan-20? Since a picture is worth a thousand words,
it’s best to include the FAA’s new diagram. This illustrates the new requirements for effected airspace.
ADS-B Out is required in almost all controlled airspace in the continental US. It is not needed for Class D
or Class G airspace outside of the Class B “Mode C Veil”. Exceptions have been made for aircraft with no
electrical systems, such as gliders and hot air balloons. For exceptions, please see the ADS-B regulations
(link provided above). Aircraft equipped with ADS-B installed must have it turned on at all times.

Having been a Safety Counselor for over 30 years now, it’s my hope that in the next few years more and
more cockpits will have the “In” capability added, and aviation safety statistics will improve with lower
numbers of mid-air collisions.
For additional information, see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automatic_dependent_surveillance_%E2%80%93_broadcast
https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/equipadsb/
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson
FAA Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2020

Take a Valentine’s Day Flight to Camarillo.
But, read about it here first!
https://www.airspacemag.com/flight-today/airport-looks-americas-skies-180973605/

Happy February Birthdays!
5 Jennifer Huard
12 MariKay Lindstrom
17 Marlene Garraffa
26 Kelley Gorman
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation
today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

